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where General Saratov had ten thousand cavalry, ten thou-
sand infantry and thirty-eight guns.
The War Committee stated definitely that in Mesopotamia
British policy was now strictly defensive,, and that no special
importance was attached either to the possession of Kut or
to the occupation of Baghdad. Policy being thus clearly
defined, how could strategy best give effect to it?
The'Tigris Corps lay astride the Tigris opposite the
Turkish defences at Sannaiyat and Es Sinn so exhausted by
failure and by sickness as temporarily to be incapable of
taking the offensive. The first point of strategy to be decided
was whether the Corps should remain in its existing forward
position or whether it should withdraw to one closer to the
base. In coming to a decision, the administrative situation
seemed to require the first consideration. Since January,
matters had gone from bad to worse. Troops had been thrust
into the country for the relief of Kut irrespective of the
fact that neither the communications nor the available re-
sources in war material were adequate to maintain them.
ISFor did there appear to be any likelihood of an early improve-
ment in these respects because the Force was almost entirely
dependent for supplies of river transport, material, and
personnel—both technical and for unskilled labour—upon
overseas sources; Indeed, it seemed inevitable that the admin-
istrative situation must be worse before it could become better,
because of the increased restriction imposed on navigation
by the low summer-level of the river.
From an administrative standpoint, therefore, withdrawal
had everything to recommend it. With shortened communi-
cations the strain upon the transport service would be less,
and the capacity of the transport would be increased—a con-
dition of affairs which would make easier the concentration
of reinforcements and the establishment of a forward reserve
of supplies and munitions.
Strategically, too, withdrawal had much to recommend it.
By occupying a defensive position nearer his base, e.g. the
line Ahwaz-Amara-J^asiriyeh,* General Lake could shorten
his communications and lessen the number of troops required
for their protection, and could concentrate his army in one
area to cover the lower reaches of the Tigris, the Euphrates
and the Kanin—the only lines of approach by which the
Turks could advance against Basra and the oilfields. Finally,
by falling back he could, to some extent, regain the strategic
* Vide Map No. 2.

